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Mass Effect 2
Game developer BioWare maintained the

great visuals, intense action sequences

and engaging story that made the first

installment a hit. They improved upon the

good stuff (expanding the playable universe

and providing an in-game system for purchasing

downloadable content) and got rid of what didn’t work

the first time around (a pain-in-the-ass moon rover that was

about as thrilling to drive as a riding lawnmower). 

BioShock 2
Gamers further explore the city of Rapture, a ravaged

underwater metropolis awash in exquisitely eerie atmosphere.

Playing as the prototype Big Daddy, you engage Rapture’s

tweaked-out inhabitants in combat using a combination of

steampunk weaponry and genetically mutated powers.

What makes this game stand out in the otherwise

not-so-varied first-person shooter genre is its equal

attention to style, story and substance. 

Red Dead Redemption
Who better than Rockstar Games, the makers of Grand Theft

Auto, to take on the gritty, violent, wild, wild west? RDR offers

one of the most expansive and beautifully designed open

worlds in gaming, with enough side quests to constitute a

game of its own. But the story mode is rich with detail. Every

move you make as ex-outlaw John Marston dictates your

character’s perceived morality, letting the player decide

whether he’s going to be a friend of the law or a

disreputable rogue. 

Halo: Reach
Original Halo developer Bungie’s final installment of the

series is an action-packed prequel to the events of the first

game. Halo: Reach has you playing as an unnamed member

of an elite Spartan special-ops squad called Noble Team.

The story ties into the existing Halo mythology in an

interesting way and lends weight to what would otherwise

be a bland shoot-’em-up. The gameplay we’ve come to love

is comfortably familiar, though it’s amped up with more

adaptive enemy AI, a few new weapons and a level where

you pilot a ship and engage in some aerial space combat. 

Call of Duty: Black Ops
Black Ops is a Cold War epic told through flashbacks, most of

which occur between 1963 and 1968. When your

first mission is revealed to be an assassination

attempt on Fidel Castro during the Bay of Pigs, you

know you’re in for a crazy ride. Throughout the

story mode, you’re taking down Soviet nukes with

a rocket launcher, hunting crazy Nazi doctors in

the Arctic Circle and running head-first into the

Tet Offensive to recover a dossier. As if the Call

of Duty online multiplayer wasn’t already a

contributing factor of American divorces, the

developers expanded weapon and tactical gear

customization and added a gazillion new

challenges to help you rack up XP. 

Nerds love and loathe with equal passion. 
So let’s bring on the hate.

Transformers: 
Cybertron Adventures

Transformers: War for Cybertron was a game released

for PC, Xbox and PlayStation. It was fun to play and

succeeded critically, if not commercially. Why didn’t it sell?

Because every Transformers game to date has been absolute

garbage. The same game was released for the Wii as

Transformers: Cybertron Adventures and it was total crap. So,

depending on who you talk to, the Transformers game that

came out this year that had the word “Cybertron” in the title

was either awesome or awful. Got a migraine yet? Boot up the

Wii and play Cybertron Adventures for three minutes. Migraine

accomplished.

Star Wars: The Force Unleashed II
This follow-up had plenty of potential to blow gamers away, but

ended up just blowing. Again, players were assigned the role of

Darth Vader’s apprentice, Starkiller. But Starkiller’s fate in the

first game didn’t set him up for a return appearance, so the

sequel has you playing as his clone. The story inevitably suffers

from this lazy plot contrivance. But that could have been

overlooked, had something been done to address the

frustrating targeting problems and bland set design that

plagued the game’s predecessor. Two sore thumbs down. 

Medal of Honor
The commercials for Medal of Honor played up the involvement

of actual military personnel serving as consultants during the

game’s development. Even more of a fuss was made about a

sequence where players assumed the role of a member of an

“Opposing Force.” Originally, the “Opposing Force” was

supposed to be the Taliban. That’s like having a level in Castle

Wolfenstein where you get to be Hitler. No thanks. Poor taste

aside, the game was just plain boring and didn’t do justice to

the Medal of Honor franchise. 

Shaun White Skateboarding
You know things are bad for skating games when there hasn’t

been a decent one since 2003’s Tony Hawk’s Underground.

Here, the Flying Tomato tries to launch the genre to the next

level. But with dull environments and insipid gameplay, the

result is a less than graceful faceplant. 

Prison Break: Conspiracy
Remember that Fox show about the dudes breaking out of

prison? That was canned in 2009? Yeah, they made a video

game based on that show. A dumb, tiresome, unplayable video

game.

Read Geoff’s take on the year in app games on the blog at

QuickDFW.com. E-mail him at letters@quickdfw.com.
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GEOFF JOHNSTON | NERD ALERT
‘Mass Effect 2’

I
t was a good year for video games. Maybe too good. I’ll admit it

right up front, fellow gamers. There are some notable titles

missing from this best-of list, such as God of War III, Super Mario

Galaxy 2, Fallout: New Vegas, sports games, dance games and

games that involve plastic musical instrument peripherals. 

Admittedly, this list is far from comprehensive. But truth be told,

these were the five games I spent the most time with this year. If you

don’t believe me, just ask my wife. And tell her that I miss her.

Microsoft Corp.
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